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Graphic design assignments examples

Graphic designers develop visual solutions for communication. Whether in print, film or electronic media, graphic designers provide information through art. If you think you have what it takes to become a graphic designer, follow this general guide to start a career in this field. Build a foundation in high school graphic design requires skills
that come from a wide range of knowledge. Take courses such as art history, studio art, graphic arts and website design in high school to get started [Source: CollegeBoard]. Bachelor's degree Some graphic designers can land a job without a degree or formal education. In most cases, however, it is quite difficult to engage in graphic
design to live on without studying at a high level [Source: Education Portal]. Many universities, universities and design schools offer various degrees in graphic design. A bachelor's degree is ideal for landing a good job, but an associate degree or certificate may be enough to be a graphic design assistant [Source: BLS]. Establishing a
broad competence base requirements for graphic designers can vary greatly from project to project. The best way to ensure that you are always needed is to be qualified in many different areas. College-level courses in web design, Photoshop, production design, typography and advertising can help you expand your skills [Source:
CollegeBoard]. Stay up to date The world of advertising and media is changing at an incredibly fast pace. It is imperative to keep up with trends and developments in the industry if you want a long and successful career in graphic design [Source: BLS]. Graphic designers create a variety of visual presentations, from company logos and
product labels to website graphics and glossy magazines. It is a job that requires creativity, computer software skills and excellent communication skills to create images and designs that please a wide range of customers and the public. The median salary for graphic designers in 2010 was '43,500, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics. To get a job as a graphic designer, you need to show that you have the education, experience and talent. Competition for graphic design jobs is fierce, with average employment growth of just 13 percent between 2012 and 2020, according to the BLS, so it's important to get a bachelor's degree in graphic design or visual arts.
The fields with the greatest demand in the coming years will be interactive media and website design, the BLS notes, so consider looking at courses. Basic art courses are synonymous with the course, but business and marketing courses can give you an advantage over other candidates for a job. A portfolio is essential for all aspiring
graphic designers. Potential employers get a good idea of their talents and skills by looking at past projects. You don't need a work experience to build a portfolio, as it's for beginners to use images created in class projects. It is a good idea to work on internships during your studies and use all the images that were created in your portfolio
during this time. Print your images on high-quality paper and use a professional portfolio to view your work. While artistic skills such as drawing and painting are important, much of the work of a graphic designer is done on the computer. Advanced skills with graphics software are essential. You should know how to use programs such as
Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator, Quark XPress, InDesign, and AutoCAD. Knowing how to design specifically for web or mobile applications is helpful. Devices you should feel comfortable with include digital cameras and a variety of printers. Whether you're working for an established company or choosing a freelancer, you need excellent
communication skills to interact with customers who are sometimes unsure what they want. Even the best designs don't really speak for themselves, so you should be able to convey the idea or message behind them to customers. The interest in pop culture and changing trends in the market can help you stay up to date and keep your
ideas fresh. The ability to be original and flexible to adapt to the changing needs of customers is crucial. Graphic designers earned an average annual salary of .47,640 u.a. in 2016, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. At the lower end, graphic designers earned a 25th percentile salary of 35,560 US dollars, which means that
75 percent earned more than that amount. The 75th percentile salary is 63,340 US dollars, which means that 25 percent earn more. In 2016, 266,300 employees were employed as graphic designers in the United States. Given the abundance of similar products on the market, it has never been so important for a company to have a clear,
recognizable image. At a glance, a logo, package, or website must come from the consumer, and graphic designers are essential to this. But not all graphic designers start with their own customer base. Instead, they serve as junior designers, with salaries that are much lower than their middle or older counterparts. In 2011, the average
salary of a graphic designer was nearly '49,000 a year, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reports. But high salaries of senior designers distort that figure. Junior designers tend to earn less than their more experienced counterparts. The salaries of designers are often reduced by their chosen design medium and young graphic designers are no
exception. The American Institute of Graphic Arts, the professional association for design, conducted a survey in 2012 and found that young graphic designers, who work mainly in the print sector, earned an average wage of USD 38,000 per year. Those who design for web and interactive media earned an average wage of nearly '40,000
a year. Junior designers, who focus on both print and the web, earned '38,500 a year. As with any design professional, junior graphic junior graphic can be self-employed. Like the annual salaries, the chosen design medium affects the hourly rates. According to AIGA, young designers working in print media charge an average freelance
allowance of USD 25 per hour, while those who design for web or interactive media charge USD 33 per hour. If a junior designer works in both disciplines, he charges a median of 28 dollars per hour. The Bureau of Labor Statistics forecasts employment growth of 13 percent for graphic designers from 2010 to 2020, exactly the same as
the projected 14 percent growth rate for all U.S. occupations. But the print media, which is expected to grow by only 2 percent in these years, are cutting job growth for designers. Graphic designers working in computer system design expect employment growth of 61 percent, while those working in a specialized design service such as
signs or posters should see employment growth of 27 percent. As a graphic designer– whether you work with a creative director in a design agency or as a freelancer from home – you'll get in touch with some pretty frustrating customers. While there's no easy way to get customers out of hell, you can use their ridiculous desires for your
own inspiration. This Zerouno project collects all the ridiculous quotes they have received from customers over the years and turns them into some pretty wonderful typography posters. It's a hilarious and often shocking insight into what customers want from their designers. If you hear one of them while you're doing a project, it might be
time to dispose of a customer, but if that's not an option, you could turn it into a fun project like this. Have you heard about it yourself? Let us know - we'd love to hear about it! The best free graphics design software is important for amateurs and professionals alike, making life easier in an expensive, tech-heavy industry. So we've thought
long and hard about it and listed the best of the best when it comes to whipping up your digital toolkit cost-effectively. And there are lots of great free graphic design software to choose from. And while these options may not provide you with the fancy features found in premium, paid options like Adobe Creative Cloud with the right
combination of the tools listed below, you can run almost any design job. In addition, it is often easier to learn to use free graphics design tools than the more complex software and menus of subscription-based more expensive programs. And choosing what you get for free means that you can splash in other areas to combine free and
premium tools. If you can't find what you're looking for here, our best digital art software and the best 3D modeling software posts also have plenty of great options. You can also view our list of the best video editing apps. Free Graphic Design Software: Vector Art 01. Gravit DesignerGravit Designer Delivers a Complete Vector Vector for
free platform: Browser, Windows, macOS, Linux, ChromeOSDownload hereGravit Designer is a fully functional vector design app from the company behind Corel Draw. It is suitable for all types of design jobs, from screen, app and icon designs to presentations, illustrations and animations. With a clean and intuitive user interface that
adapts to the way you need it, this free graphic design software includes a wealth of tools for creating detailed and beautiful vector images, including non-destructive booleans, a knife tool and path charts, as well as multiple fill and blend modes, and a powerful text engine. You can use Gravit Designer online or download a copy to your



computer. Note that you automatically start with a (free) trial of Gravit Designer Pro when you sign up, and once your trial is over, switch to the free version, but lose the Pro features – unless you pay for a subscription, of course. However, the free version of Gravit Designer is still excellent. You can export as A PDF, SVG, or Bitmap and
get access to the Gravit Cloud service, which allows you to get anywhere you work with. The full comparison between the Pro and the free version can be found here. 02. VecteezyEasy for beginners and powerful for professionals (Image credit: Vecteezy)Platform: BrowserUse it hereVecteezy is a free, in-browser online editor that allows
you to edit and customize Vecteezy's existing vectors or create vector designs from scratch. It's incredibly easy to use and is surprisingly powerful for a free tool, with keyboard shortcuts and advanced transformations integrated into the feature set. You need to create an account to save your work, and participating in the Pro version will
bring you a number of tools and resources.03. VectrVectr online options make it ideal for live collaboration platform: Browser, Windows, Linux, Chrome OSDownload available here both as a browser-based web app and as a standalone desktop app, Vectr is a free editor for creating 2D vector graphics. With all the vector features you'd
expect, as well as a wealth of options for using filters, shadows, and fonts, it's versatile enough for everyday design tasks. Its live collaboration and synchronization options are particularly handy as they essentially allow anyone to watch you live, which means it's really easy to create in tandem or send feedback. This is a real alternative to
Adobe Illustrator CC.04. SVG-EditPlatform: BrowserDownloadIf you can quickly download SVG or want to edit an existing SVG file, there are a few online editors who do the job just as well as Adobe Illustrator. SVG (scalable vector graphics) is an open format that allows you to programmatically reproduce your Vector drawings, and one
of the most beautiful projects is SVG-Edit. This is built entirely on HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript without the need for server-side processing. So you can't just use it to create and edit but since it's open source, you can also download and modify the code with one of the best code editors – and create your own version if you want. The
default, albeit basic, toolset of each vector image editor is here, and although it is limited to the SVG format, it is surprisingly capable. Note that this option is probably not for you if you are unfamiliar with code. 05. InkscapeFree graphics design software Inkscape has very good SVG integration platform: Windows, Mac OS,
LinuxHeredownload with many of the available free options, Inkscape focuses on the SVG format as the primary file format. This very powerful editor has very good SVG integration and supports many of the advanced features that arenotts always available in other apps– such as alpha mix, cloned objects, and markers. Full support for
different color modes means that this is a viable alternative to Illustrator for both print and web design, and although the user interface is slightly simpler than Illustrator, it's still possible to achieve extremely sophisticated graphics. Of particular note is the ability to track bitmap images, support for variable-width strokes and native import of
Illustrator files. Free software: image creation and editing06. CanvaEdit images, create color palettes, customize font pairs and more with Canva Platform: Browser, iOS, AndroidDownload hereIt seems hard to place Canva under the heading image editing software because it does so much more. Canva is a photo editor, color palette tool,
font combination picker, learning resource and photo collage maker, and it even features a dedicated infographic maker with hundreds of free design elements and fonts at your fingertips. The best laptops for photo editingIt's really more of a complete graphic design suite than a photo editor, and while it's a little too short to offer the
breadth of Adobe Creative Cloud's capabilities, its simplicity, variety of useful tools and inspiring learning resources make Canva a hit. You can use Canva in the browser for the full experience, but most tools are available for both Android and iOS.07. RawTherapeeRawTherapee tools provide extensive customization platform: Mac,
Windows, LinuxDownload hereRawTherapee allows users to correct distortions, boost color, restore details and more, meaning that users can make adjustments to their photos until they search exactly as they want. This free open source software also speeds up your workflow by allowing you to stack images. You can also view images
on Send software, e.B. GIMP, if you want.08. Photo Pos ProNeed to repair your photos? Photo Pos Pro can do that and more platform: WindowsDownload hereIf you are on a Windows PC and need a decent set of image editing tools without Photoshop price tag or GIMP immense toolset, Photo Pos Pro should hit the spot. Designed with
a view to image enhancement and editing, editing, for typical photo editing tasks such as contrast, lighting and saturation, but it is also extended to more advanced techniques. It has an extremely user-friendly interface as well as a detailed help system to help you get started, and if you want to extend its tools to meet your needs, there are
many extensions and plugins. KritaKrita has been Platform since 1999: Windows, macOS, LinuxDownload hereDesigned with the VFX industry and concept artists, illustrators, matte and texture artists in mind, Krita is a free and open source painting tool that's in development since 1999. It comes with a complete set of brushes suitable for
all kinds of work, and there are a whole range of plugins available, from advanced filters to painting assistants for perspective work. Notable features include brush stabilizers to smooth shaky lines, a wrapping mode to create seamless textures and patterns, and a pop-up palette for quick color selection.10. PixlrFree graphic design
software Pixlr comes with more than 600 effects platform: iOS, AndroidDownload hereFree graphic design software Pixlr claims to be the most popular online photo editor in the world. It has more than two million combinations of free filters, overlays and borders and allows you to do all the important things you would expect from a photo
editor, from cropping and changing size to removing red-eye and teeth whitening. If you're used to photoshop, you'll find the Pixlr user interface easy to pick up as it's very similar. This free app is available in both iOS and Android versions. Note that the app offers in-app purchases – you can pay 2.99 USD / 2.99 USD to remove the ads,
for example, and you also pay extra for things like frames and stickers.11. Paint.NETFor photo editing, a free graphics design software Paint.NET is an excellent alternative to Photoshop Platform: WindowsDownload herePaint.NET is a Windows-based alternative to the Paint Editor that Microsoft shipped with Windows versions. However,
don't be put off by this, as it is surprisingly a useful graphic design software. The focus is on user-friendliness, and there is a clear tendency to edit photography instead of artistic creation. That is, there are a number of special effects available, so you can easily create fake perspective, mix and slide pixels around the canvas, tiles and
repetition selections, and so on. A good selection of selection tools, support for layers and adjustments such as curves and brightness/contrast mean that Paint.NET a An alternative to Photoshop for photo editing is, especially if you can do without some of the newer additions to Photoshop's toolset.12. Sumo PaintFree graphic design
software Sumo Paint works in The Browser Platform: Browser (requires Adobe Flash Player)Download hereSumo Paint is a very powerful browser-based image editor. All All Features you would expect from a desktop tool are present and correct (and by purchasing the Pro version, you can install a desktop version of the app if you
prefer). You need Adobe Flash Player to use this tool so you don't use Sumo Paint on your iPad. This means that it is easy and quick to load, and the free version is very usable. The standard set of tools and customizations you would expect are all included. Brushes, pencils, shapes, text, cloning, gradients, and so on are quickly called
from the Photoshop-esque floating toolbar. It can also open saved documents from your hard drive, making Sumo Paint a perfectly workable option for editing and editing.13. GIMPGIMP is a popular, free graphics design software alternative to Photoshop Platform: Windows, macOS, LinuxDownload hereOpen-source free graphics design
software that debuted on Unix-based platforms, giMP stands for GNU Image Manipulation Program. Today it is available in versions for Linux, Windows and Mac.GIMP interface slightly different from Photoshop, but a version of GIMP is available that mimics Adobe's appearance and feel, making it easier to migrate when you dig
Photoshop. The full range of tools is available here – everything you're used to is within reach, including painting tools, color correction, cloning, selection and enhancement. The team that monitors development has worked hard to ensure compatibility as well, so you will be able to work with all popular file formats without any problems.
You will also find a very powerful file manager built in, similar to Adobe's Bridge.Free graphic design software: 3D 14. SketchUp Free3D will be much easier if you use SketchUp Free Platform: BrowserDownload hereAlways your first stop in the world of 3D, it's hard to go wrong with SketchUp, and its free version, Sketchup Free, is an
ideal starting point. It provides a friendly and forgiving introduction to creating things in 3D, starting with drawing lines and shapes that you can then press and drag to turn them into 3D shapes. If you need some inspiration, you can browse the sketchUp 3D Warehouse's huge model library and download it for free.15. Daz Studio3D
Software Daz Studio is available for download completely free Platform: Windows, macOSDownload hereDaz Studio is a 3D figure customization, posing and animation tool that allows artists of all skill levels to create digital art with virtual people, animals, props, vehicles, accessories and environments. With Daz Studio, you can create
custom 3D characters and create virtual environments, create graphic design elements, and more. There is also a handy table that shows you what this free tool offers compared to its paid alternatives (scroll down to the comparison table here).16. HexagonAlso from Daz 3D is Hexagon, a free 3D 3D Tool. Hexagon contains everything
you need to create detailed 3D models ready for final rendering. Features include Daz Studio 3D Bridge, shaped primitives, ink modeling brushes, microshift modeling tools, comprehensive UV mapping modules, advanced 3D color, and instant ambient occlusion. Use it with Daz Studio for a complete 3D suite, for free – ideal for those who
just start with 3D.17. BlenderThe excellent animation Big Buck Bunny has been created with free graphics design software tool Blender Platform: Windows, macOS, LinuxDownload hereIf you are serious about 3D, but struggling to afford software, then you are in luck. Blender is a free open source 3D content creation suite available for all
major operating systems. Founded by Blender Foundation founder Ton Roosendaal in 2002, Blender is now the largest open source tool for 3D creation. Its makers are constantly working on its development, but you can do pretty much anything to do with this software, including modeling, texturing, animation, rendering and
compositing.18. SculptrisMaster the art of digital sculpture with Pixologic free graphic design software Sculptris Platform: Windows, macOSDownload hereIf you are interested in the art of digital sculpture, check out 3D software Sculptris by Pixologic. Perfect for all skill levels, the software is a great starting point for users new to the
discipline, while more experienced CG artists will find it a quick and easy way to realize concepts. Sculptris is based on Demilogic's ZBrush, the most widely used digital sculptor application on the market today. So, if you're ready to move to the next level of detail, the skills learned in Sculptris can be translated directly into ZBrush.19.
Houdini ApprenticeWith this free Apprentice version Platform: Windows, macOS, LinuxDownload hereHoudini is a 3D animation and visual effects tool that is used throughout the media industry for film, broadcast, entertainment and visualization. And the cheapest version costs a little less than 2,000 dollars. But the creators of the program
– SideFX – are a good bunch and, knowing that costs can be a problem, offer an Apprentice version for free. This allows you to access all the full version features to develop your skills and work on personal projects. The program is for non-commercial and learning purposes only. Free graphic design software: Data visualization20. Google
ChartsDisplay real live data with Google Charts Platform: BrowserFind Google Charts hereGoogle Charts Tools are powerful, easy to and free of charge. You can choose from a variety of diagrams and configure a wide range of options to perfectly match the look and feel of your website. By connecting your data in real time, Google
Charts is the perfect infographic generator for your website (see our Infographics here).21. Vizualize.mePlatform: BrowserDownload hereIt was only a matter of time before an infographic CV generator appeared. This allows you to visualize your CV with one click and also take a look at previous examples and CV templates. We enable
people to express their professional achievements in a simple but compelling personal visualization, and we think this is an option worth exploring. Create infographics for your website or share on social media platform: BrowserDownload hereInfogram is a great free tool that provides access to a variety of graphics, charts and maps as
well as the ability to upload pictures and videos to create cool infographics. The data on which the infographics are based can be found in an Excel spreadsheet that the user can easily edit and change the results in real time. When you're satisfied with your infographic, you can publish it to the Infogram website so they can enjoy it all,
embed it on your own website, or share it on social media.23. KlexKlex is an easy-to-use way to quickly create large designs platform: Browser, Windows, macOS, Linux, Chrome OSDownload hereMade by the people behind Gravit Design, and sharing the same engine, Klex is an easy-to-learn and accessible tool for anyone who wants
to create stunning graphics with just a few clicks. Although obviously not aimed at professional designers, it is the perfect tool for anyone who wants to quickly pop out of unforgettable designs. There are a wealth of ready-made templates to choose from, as well as thousands of assets and a wide range of effects and filters, as well as
customization options and a lot of fonts and text assets.24. Google FontsNo list of great free graphic design software would be complete without Google Fonts Platform: N/AFind Google Fonts hereThe Google Web Fonts project – renamed to Google Fonts – is an extensive catalog of free and open source designer web fonts, presented in
an intuitive directory. The initiative invites users to explore and test fonts in more than 135 languages and create their own customized collections of font families.25. BehanceSign up for Behance either with your email address or via your social networking platform: Browser, iOS, AndroidFind Behance hereWith millions of views every
month, online creative community Behance is an important resource for artists of all disciplines. It's a fantastic way to see what your colleagues are up to, as well as new work and creative inspiration from top web and graphic designers, agencies and illustrators To find. 26. WordPressCreate your own portfolio blog with WordPress
platform: browsers, iOS, AndroidFind WordPress hereThere are a whole bunch of designers who do not have their own blog, but WordPress is a great way to present your fantastic work, get recognition in your industry, earn extra income and get new customers. Don't you believe us? Check out our examples of WordPress WordPress is
the most popular platform for blogging, and while it may be a little fiddly to set up, there is plenty of helpful information online to get you going, including these 40 brilliant WordPress tutorials.  27. DribbbleDribbble is a great source of inspiration as well as a designer tool platform: browser, iOS, AndroidVisit DribbbleDribbble allows
designers to share their creations easily, and is a good source of inspiration as well as a great way to promote your own work. Related articles: Articles:
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